The boundaries and names on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations.

Warning due to Flooded Roads, Falling Trees or Fallen Power Lines.

Stay at Naqali; drive with care.

Stay at Bucalevu; drive with care.

Slip at Nanukuloa; one lane only.

Slip at Nayavu.

Drive with care.

The map reflects only confirmed information.

The logistics cluster cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the information displayed and accepts no liability for reliance on the data.

Please also note that the map reflects only confirmed information.

The information displayed on this map can change at any time due to the current situation in Fiji.

The map does not reflect the political situation or address security issues.

Please contact the logistics cluster information management officer if you have updated access information concerning access.

This map needs your help.

Access Constraints as of 06 April 2016
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Fiji